
sustainable knitwear





about
With the growing importance of sustainability in the fashion 
industry, many companies are working towards more 
eco-conscious practice. In knitwear there are very few 
sustainable companies, many of which are not fully sustainable, 
unoriginal, and limited to online retail. In attempt to close 
this gap in sustainable knitwear, treco studio was formed 
on the basis of 3 sustainable practices: 1) reducing waste, 2) 
reducing water usage, and 3) reducing the need to consume. 
These three practices are fulfilled in three components: 1) A 
pop-up retail experience, 2) a clothing collection made from 
undyed alpaca fiber, and 3) a website to communicate and 
educate customers about the brand. treco studio aims to 
remain sustainable while also targeting fast fashion, fashion 
week, and the cashmere crisis. Through this system, treco 
studio actively engages and encourages women to take part in a 
movement incorporating fashion into an eco-conscious lifestyle.  



color

Natural, comfortable, tactile, earth, sustainability, light, visionary, texture, craft, minimal... 



logo 

development final

treco studio’s logo balances classic type 
with tactality - a key component of the 
brand. The seamless incorporation of the 
knit thread between the words illustrates 
the thoughtfullness of treco studio in 
the realm of sustainability and fashion. 

(In-process design iterations)



creative collateral
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(opposite page)
1  letterhead
2  clothing tag
3  envelope
4  business card

(below)
5  wrapping paper
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The creative collateral for treco studio was 
designed with a clean, minimalist approach. 
The logo has been thoughtfully placed to 
enhance the image of the brand and promote 
its aesthetic. In continuation with the brand’s 
sustainable approach, all materials are created 
from 100% recycled paper. The simple branding 
highlights the the brand’s timeless quality.



printed media
clothing tag prototype
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treco studio aims to carry out its 
sustainable practice throughout all 
aspects of the brand. The clothing tags 
are printed on 100% recycled paper and 
the plastic overlay is 100% recycled. The 
yarn scraps from our handknit garments 
get recycled to hang the clothing tags.

(opposite page)
A  tag front
B  tag back

(right)
6  box packaging
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the collection
100% un-dyed alpaca knitwear



signature look
suri coat & wrap dress



pop-up shop
rendering



pop-up shop
technical drawing





the designer
Marissa is inspired by texture, shape, and the endless possibilities 
of knitwear. Growing up wearing her grandmother’s precious 
handknits and mother’s collection of industry samples fabricated 
her love for the craft. She is inspired by weight, color, texture and 
surface of yarns – combining these physicalities with a 
timeless silhouette and emphasis on comfort. Her designs 
highlight the textile, allowing it to speak for itself. In 
the ever-changing fashion industry, she is working to 
incorporate knitwear into the contexts of sustainability and 
technology, bringing the historical craft into the future.
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